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How does salinity shape ocean circulation and ice geom-1

etry on Enceladus and other icy satellites?2

Wanying Kang1∗, Tushar Mittal1, Suyash Bire1, Jean-Michel Campin1, and John Marshall13

1Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Science Department, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,4

Cambridge, MA 02139, USA5

Of profound astrobiological interest is that not only does Enceladus have a water ocean, but6

it also appears to be salty, important for its likely habitability. Here, we investigate how7

salinity affects ocean dynamics and equilibrium ice shell geometry and use knowledge of ice8

shell geometry and tidal heating rates to help constrain ocean salinity. We show that the9

vertical overturning circulation of the ocean, driven from above by melting and freezing and10

the temperature dependence of the freezing point of water on pressure, has opposing signs11

at very low and very high salinities. In both cases, heat and freshwater converges toward12

the equator, where the ice is thick, acting to homogenise thickness variations. In order to13

maintain observed ice thickness variations, ocean heat transport should not overwhelm tidal14

heating rates within the ice, which are small in equatorial regions. This can only happen15

when the ocean’s salinity has intermediate values, order 20 psu. In this case polar-sinking16

driven by meridional temperature variations is largely canceled by equatorial-sinking circu-17

lation driven by salinity variations and a consistent ocean circulation, ice shell geometry and18

tidal heating rate can be achieved.19

Since the Cassini and Galileo mission, Enceladus (a satellite of Saturn) and Europa (a satel-20
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lite of Jupiter) have been revealed to have a high astrobiological potential, satisfying all three21

necessary conditions for life: 1) the presence of liquid water 1, 2, 2) a source of energy 3, 4, and 3) a22

suitable mix of chemical elements 1, 5–10. In particular, the geyser-like sprays ejected out from the23

fissures over Enceladus’s south pole 11–13 provide us a unique opportunity to understand the chem-24

istry and dynamics of the Enceladus’ interior without landing on and drilling through the 20-km25

ice shell. With the samples collected by Cassini near these geysers, CO2, methane 5, sodium salt26

1, hydrogen 7, and macromolecular organic compounds 8 have been found. These various com-27

positions set Enceladus’s chemical and biological environment 9, 10 as well as the likelihood of an28

induced magnetic field and potential ocean dynamics due to electromagnetic coupling 14. Further-29

more, the ocean composition directly influences global-scale ocean dynamics. In particular, the30

Cassini observations illustrate that the ocean has some salts, likely due to water-rock interaction31

between Enceladus’s ocean and rocky porous core 15, leading to a consequent change in physical32

properties vis-à-vis fresh water oceans.33

The ocean circulation on Enceladus is driven by the heat/salinity flux from both the silicate34

core at the bottom 3 and the ice shell at the top 4, 16, 17. However, even if all these fluxes were35

known and prescribed, the circulation in a salty ocean would be completely different from that in36

a fresh ocean, because salinity controls whether density decreases or increases with temperature 18
37

(see Fig.1a) and thereby where sinking and rising occur (see Fig.1b). The heat transport by ocean38

circulation, in turn, shapes the ice shell geometry. Moreover, depending on the salinity, bottom39

heating released by hydrothermal vents may or may not increase the buoyancy of the water (due40

to the negative thermal expansion coefficient of fresh water close to its freezing temperature), and41
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that in turn strongly affects the dynamics of hydrothermal vents.42

Although there has been increasing focus on the ocean dynamics of Enceladus (and other43

icy moons) 19, 20, the role of salinity has not yet been systematically explored in a dynamical ocean44

model 21. For Enceladus, observational inferences of salinity remain uncertain. The sodium-45

enriched samples taken from the south pole sprays by Cassini are found to have a salinity between46

5 psu (g/kg) and 20 psu, and is considered as a lower bound on ocean salinity, given that the47

interaction with the environmental cold water vapor is likely to draw down the salinity of salty48

droplets in the sprays 1. Using the size of silica nano-particles carried along in the sprays, an upper49

bound on salinity is perhaps 40 psu, depending on the pH and the dynamics of hydrothermal vents50

6. Another salinity estimate comes from the requirement to keep the geysers’ liquidgas interface51

convectively active and thus resilient to freezing. For a scenario without gas bubbles 22, ocean52

salinity is suggested to be at least 17 psu 23. Since these estimates are based on products from53

the eruptive plumes of Enceladus, there are potentially additional uncertainities related to jet for-54

mation and how representative they are of the overall ocean, especially if the source region of the55

former are strongly influenced by hydrothermal plumes 3, 15. Finally, calculations of thermochem-56

ical equilibria over a range of hydrothermal and freezing conditions for chondritic compositions57

(with a water-rock ratio ∼ 1) suggest that ocean salinity is in the range 2-20 psu (most likely < 1058

psu) 15, 24, 25. Since Enceladus’s core is still geochemically active, the actual water-to-rock ratio is59

likely higher for Enceladus’s ocean, thus leading to a lower present-day ocean salinity, even after60

accounting for freezing of a fresh 21 km thick ice shell.61
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In this study, we explore how ocean circulation and its ability to deliver heat to the ice shell62

changes as the mean salinity of the ocean is changed. This can provide further constraints on the63

salinity of Enceladus’s ocean in the light of its relatively well constrained ice shell geometry 26–30,64

and inform inferences about Europa’s ice shell geometry if its salinity were known 31. In addition,65

a better understanding of the dynamics of a salty ocean is critical for inferring habitability from66

the compositions of geyser ejecta 6 and to understand the time-scales over which heat as well as67

potential hydrothermal and biosignatures are transported across the ocean (e.g., aggregation rate68

of silica particles formed at depth 6).69

To achieve this goal, we configure the Massachusetts Institute of Technology ocean model70

(MITgcm 32, 33) to simulate Enceladus’ ocean over a range of assumed mean salinities (4, 7, 10,71

15, 20, 25, 30, 35 and 40 psu). The ocean is imagined to be encased by an ice shell whose thick-72

ness varies meridionally (solid curve in Fig.1b) and forced by the freezing/melting rate which is73

demanded to maintain a poleward-thinning ice geometry 30 (dashed curve in Fig.1b, see methods74

for details) in the face of ice flow which smooths it out 34–36. By so doing, we guarantee that the75

freezing rate and hence the salinity flux at the water-ice interface are plausible; meanwhile, we76

prevent the ice shell from changing in response to the ocean heat transport. This is equivalent77

to assuming that the tidal heating generated in the ice shell can accommodate the heat needed to78

maintain the prescribed freezing/melting rate. The degree to which the heat budget is in balance79

informs us of the plausibility of the assumed salinity as follows. We diagnose the water-ice heat80

exchange from the model, and infer the tidal dissipation rate in the ice shell required to close the81

heat budget, i.e., the sum of latent heating, tidal dissipation and heat input from the ocean which82
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S0 = 4, 7, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40 (psu)
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Figure 1: (a) The density anomaly of water near the freezing point as a function of temperature for various

salinities and two pressures. From cold to warm colors denotes increasing salinity (see color-coded legend).

Pressure underneath thick ice at the equator is used to compute the solid curves and pressure underneath

the south polar ice shell is used for the dashed curves. The density at −5 ◦C for each case is chosen

as the reference point. (b) Ice shell thickness of Enceladus (solid curve, left y-axis). The freezing rate

(positive) and melting rate (negative) is plotted required to maintain a steady state implied by an ice-flow

model (dashed curve, right y-axis). Schematics of circulation and associated transport of heat (red wiggly

arrows) and freshwater (blue wiggly arrows) for (c) the alpha ocean in which temperature dominates density

variations with sinking at the poles and (d) the beta ocean in which salinity dominates with sinking at the

equator. The dark brown arrows denote sinking of dense water, light yellow arrows denote rising of buoyant

water. The circulations are forced by the freezing/melting required to counterbalance the down-gradient ice

flow (thick black arrows marked at the top) and by variations in the freezing point of water due to pressure.
5



balances the heat loss to space by heat conduction through the ice. This inferred tidal dissipation83

rate can then be compared against that given by an ice shell tidal dissipation model. More technical84

details are given in the method section.85

The observed poleward-thinning of the ice shell 26–30 (solid curve in Fig.1b) has two impor-86

tant consequences, as sketched in Fig.1(c,d). First, the relatively thick ice near the equator creates87

high pressure and depresses the freezing point and hence the ocean is cold there. This can be seen88

from the rightward shift of open circles (freezing point at the base of the south polar ice shell) rel-89

ative to the filled circles (freezing point at the base of the equatorial ice shell) in Fig.1a. Secondly,90

to sustain the thickness variation from being smoothed out by the down-gradient ice flow acting91

over geological time-scales 34–36 (black arrows in Fig.1c,d), the equatorial ice must freeze over92

time (dashed curve in Fig.1b) increasing the local salinity. The opposite occurs in polar regions93

where ice is melting. Therefore, just beneath the ice, water in low latitudes is colder and saltier94

than that near the poles, regardless of the mean salinity of the ocean (see the top two rows in Fig.2,95

also sketched in Fig.1c,d).96

This pole-to-equator temperature and salinity contrast leads to variations in density which97

drive ocean circulation, as illustrated in the detailed solutions from our ocean model presented in98

Fig. 2. However, the relative contribution of temperature versus salinity to density depends on the99

mean salinity S0. When S0 is greater than 22 psu, water expands with increasing temperature (see100

reddish curves in Fig.1a). A combination of low temperature and high salinity makes water denser101

under the thick equatorial ice shell relative to the poles, as shown in Fig.2-c3 and sketched in Fig.1d102
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Figure 2: Ocean circulation and thermodynamic state for experiments driven by the glacial melt distribu-

tions shown in Fig.1b for oceans with various mean salinities. From top to bottom shows temperature T ,

salinity S, density anomaly ∆ρ, zonal flow speed U and meridional streamfunction Ψ. The left column

presents results for a low salinity ocean (S0 = 4 psu), the right column for high salinity (S0 = 40 psu),

and the middle column for an ocean with intermediate salinity. (S0 = 10 psu). The reference temperature

and salinity (marked at the top of each plot) are subtracted from T and S to better capture spatial patterns.

Positive U indicates flow to the east and positive Ψ indicates a clockwise overturning circulation.
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using dark brown color. Equatorial water therefore sinks, as shown in Fig.2-e3 (sketched in Fig.1d103

using a dark brown arrow). However, when S0 is below 22 psu, the thermal expansion coefficient104

changes sign (see bluish curves in Fig.1a). This so-called anomalous expansion effect makes the105

temperature-induced density difference and the salinity-induced density difference partially cancel106

with one another. If salinity plays the more dominant role in determining density (this limit is107

known as the β ocean), the overturning circulation becomes one of sinking at the equator, as show108

in Fig.2-e2 and sketched in Fig.1c using a dark brown arrow. But if temperature dominates instead109

(corresponding to a fresh, α ocean), the overturning circulation flips direction with sinking over110

the poles because water is denser there (Fig.2-c1). This can be seen in Fig.2-e1, and the schematic111

in Fig.1c).112

To present the transition from polar to equatorial sinking graphically, Fig.3 presents, for all113

nine experiments, the temperature induced density anomaly (−αT∆T ) and salinity induced density114

anomaly (βS∆S) at the equator, taking the water-ice interface at the north pole as the reference115

point (Fig.3 filled dots). Note that both ∆S and −∆T are positive (the equator is always saltier116

and colder than the pole), the sign of the coordinates reflect the sign of αT and βS: βS is always117

positive, but αT increases from negative to positive as S0 increases. In the high S0 experiments,118

−αT∆T and βS∆S have the same sign (upper right quadrant). In the low S0 experiments, −αT∆T119

and βS∆S have opposite signs (lower left quadrant). The 45 degree tilted line denotes perfect120

cancellation. It passes between 7 psu and 10 psu, explaining why these two experiments have the121

weakest circulation amongst all others (the size of the circles are proportional to Ψ).122
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Figure 3: Regime diagram showing the influence of temperature and salinity anomalies on density as a

function of mean salinity, and how the ocean’s overturning circulation responds. Horizontal and vertical

axes are the temperature and salinity induced density anomalies at the equator, relative to the north pole.

Red (blue) solid lines encompass the β ocean (α ocean) regime, in which the density is dominated by salin-

ity (temperature) anomalies. Purple shading highlights the regime where anomalous expansion is present.

The position of all our experiments in this space is represented by the symbols. The number on the shoulder

of each dot gives the S0 used in that experiment. The size of each dot represents the amplitude of overturning

circulation (the peak Ψ occurs in the northern hemisphere). As illustrated by the black arrows, circulation

strengthens moving away from the transition line between α ocean and β ocean. The empty dots connected

by a black solid curve show the fit by a conceptual model (see text for details). Empty diamonds con-

nected by a black dashed curve show a prediction made by the conceptual model assuming a more vigorous

overturning circulation.
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Downwelling regions (low latitudes for S0 = 10, 40 psu and high latitudes for S0 = 4 psu)123

carry density, temperature and salinity anomalies, set at the ocean-ice interface, in to the interior124

ocean. Note the bending of the temperature and salinity contours equatorward (poleward) when125

downwelling occurs at the poles (equator), as shown in Fig. 2. This results in meridional density126

gradients which are in a (generalised1) thermal wind balance with zonal currents (the “d” row in127

Fig. 2). Downwelling regions (low latitudes for S0 = 10, 40 psu and high latitudes for S0 = 4 psu)128

have predominantly eastward flow, with westward flow in upwelling regions. When the overturning129

circulation is weak (S0 = 10 psu), meridional density gradients are weak and the zonal flow is130

slow. In this case the temperature and salinity contours are mostly vertical (see the second column131

of Fig. 2).132

Of particular interest is the meridional heat transport whose convergence results in ocean-ice133

heat exchange. It is shown in Fig. 4a for our nine experiments; S0 increases from bluish colors to134

reddish colors. As illustrated in Fig.1(c,d), irrespective of the sign of the overturning circulation,135

heat is always converged to the relatively cold low latitudes tending to melt the relatively thick ice136

shell there. This is a manifestation of the ice pump mechanism37 which is driven by the dependence137

of the freezing point of water on pressure. The amplitude of the meridional heat flux varies by more138

than an order of magnitude being large (small) where the overturning circulation is strong (weak).139

This is readily understood because the heat flux is proportional to the product of the overturning140

strength multiplied by a temperaure contrast – see Czaja & Marshall 200641. The latter is broadly141

the same in all experiments but the former strongly depends on the mean salinity2.142

1The terms associated with the horizontal component of Coriolis force must be included.

2The coldest and warmest locations are adjacent to the water-ice interface whose temperature is set by the lo-
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Another aspect of interest is that in all experiments, heat is transported across the equator143

in to the southern hemisphere where the ice is thinner than in the northern hemisphere. This144

hemispheric asymmetry of meridional heat transport may be because the thickest ice shell and the145

strongest freezing occurs around 10◦S instead of the equator (see Fig.1b). The amplitude ranges146

from a few to a dozen GW or so, depending on the strength of the overturning circulation. This147

can thus be a significant fraction of the 35GW of heating being generated by the tide. This further148

enhances the hemispheric asymmetry in ice thickness, providing another mechanism to induce149

hemispheric symmetry breaking of the ice thickness besides the ice-rheology feedback proposed150

by Kang & Flierl 2020 38.151

Given the meridional heat transport, we can infer the amount of tidal heating implied, assum-152

ing that the heat budget of the ice shell is in balance. Since the bottom of the ice is much warmer153

than its top, Enceladus loses around 50 mW/m2 of heat to space in the global average, according154

to a 1D heat conduction model (Eq.10). At equilibrium, this heat loss (Hcond) must be in balance155

with the tidal heating generated in the ice shell Htide, the heat transmitted from the ocean to the ice156

Hocn and the latent heat release induced by freezing ρiLfq (where ρi is the ice density, Lf is the157

fusion energy of water and q is the freezing rate shown in Fig.1b) thus:158

Hcond = Htide +Hocn + ρiLfq (1)

Knowing both Hcond and ρiLfq, and diagnosing Hocn from our ocean model3 we can use the above159

cal freezing point of water, whose meridional variation is dominated by pressure effects which are the same in all

experiments. See Eq.9 for the dependence of freezing point on salinity and pressure.

3We calculated Hocn in two ways. First, we directly diagnosed the heat exchange between ice and ocean. Secondly
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formula to infer Htide.160

This inferred Htide from our suite of ocean solutions is shown by solid curves in Fig.4b. This161

should be compared to the tidal heating given from our tidal dissipation model plotted in the black162

dashed curves (details in the Methods section). Those ocean solutions with a strong overturning163

circulation converge a large amount of heat to low latitudes by advecting warm water equatorwards,164

which cannot be lost by conduction. The very fresh ocean with S0 = 4 psu yields the worst match165

between implied and predicted Htide. The discrepancy can be greater than 100 mW/m2 at some166

latitudes, twice as much as the global mean heat loss rate by heat conduction. Moreover, in this167

case, in order to maintain a balanced heat budget, the implied tidal heating generated in the ice168

shell needs to be significantly negative in equatorial regions!169

To quantify the mismatch, we use the norm-1 of the difference between the inferred Htide170

and the predicted Htide, as shown in Fig. 4(c). It reaches a minimum when S0 is around 10 psu.171

The meridional heat transport and inferred Htide for S0 = 10 psu is shown by a thicker blue curve172

in Fig. 4(a,b). Because the temperature-induced density anomaly and salinity-induced density173

anomaly almost cancel one-another at this salinity (see Fig.3), the overturning circulation is weak174

(Fig.2-e2). As a result, less heat is converged equatorward (Fig.4b), and the inferred Htide no175

longer has negative values near the equator. In fact, the Htide given by the tidal dissipation model176

can roughly keep the ocean-ice system in balance when S0 is around 10 psu.177

we calculate the meridional heat convergence (Fig.4a) and added the bottom heat flux (Eq.11) to it. They yield identical

results, indicating that the ocean has reached equilibrium.
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It is notable that the increase in the mismatch is much faster on the fresh side of 10 psu than178

the salty side (Fig.4c). This has its origin in the change of circulation pattern (in addition to the179

reversal of the sense of overturning) as the ocean switches from α- to β-control. As shown in180

Fig.2-e1, the overturning circulation in an α ocean can directly connect the water-ice interface at181

the pole to equatorial regions; in contrast in a β ocean (Fig.2-e3), the circulation weakens moving182

poleward and almost completely vanishes in the fresh water lens formed under the polar ice shell.183

Such differences can be understood using Sandstrom’s theorem 39. In an α ocean, the buoyancy184

gain at the equator is deeper down than the buoyancy loss at the poles and ocean circulation can185

always be energized against friction as polar dense water higher up the water column is transported186

to depth – see Fig.1c). However, in a β ocean, the reverse is true and equatorial dense water cannot187

easily be drawn upward to the polar ice shell without extra energy input by diffusion 40. Strong188

stratification develops in the diffusive layer (Fig.2-c3), sustaining an upward buoyancy flux and189

keeping the water close to rest. This is indicated on the schematic diagram Fig.1d).190

Thus far, we have been assuming that the heat required to balance conductive heat loss191

through the ice shell to space originates in the ice shell itself (the shell-heating scenario), moti-192

vated by our recent study 20. However, the circulation pattern, the temperature/salinity profile,193

and the meridional heat transport are broadly similar (not shown), even if the heat is generated in194

the core. This is because the heating-induced bottom-to-top temperature difference is at most a195

few tens of milliKelvin, much smaller than the equator-to-pole temperature difference induced by196

the freezing point variations (Fig.2) which is order 0.1 Kelvin. In Fig. 4(d-f) we show the merid-197

ional heat transport, inferred tidal dissipation and mismatch index for the core-heating scenario.198
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The best-matching salinity shifts to 15-20 psu, in broad agreement with the shell-heating scenario.199

However, the matching is less good overall, especially near the south pole. With no heat produced200

in the ice shell (black dashed curved in panel e), the ice shell there will freeze over time, as heat is201

transported away by ocean circulation.202

In summary, the numerical solutions presented above suggest that if Enceladus’ ocean is203

of intermediate salinity, near the transition between an α ocean and a β ocean, then equatorial204

convergence of heat is minimized, allowing a thick equatorial ice shell to be maintained. This is205

much less likely in very fresh or very salty oceans. Here, we build a conceptual model to highlight206

the key mechanism and explore a wider range of parameter space that can be applied to other icy207

moons.208

We take the north pole as a reference and use the density anomaly at the equator ∆ρ to209

represent the overall density contrast in the ocean. The temperature-related density anomaly is210

−αT∆θ, and that due to salinity is βS∆S, where ∆θ and ∆S are the potential temperature and211

salinity anomaly at the equator relative to the north pole. We expect the overturning circulation to212

increase with the absolute value of ∆ρ. For simplicity, we assume a linear form213

Ψ = Amax (|−αT∆T + βS∆S| , C) , (2)

where the constant A maps the density contrast on to the vigor of the overturning circulation. We214

introduce a term C = 1 × 10−6 in Eq.2 which ensures that there is a finite but small circulation215

even if −αT∆θ and βS∆S perfectly cancel. We should note that βS ≈ 8× 10−4/psu for all S0, but216

αT depends sensitively on S0, as given by the Gibbs Seawater Toolbox 18.217
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Figure 4: Meridional heat transport and inferred tidal heat rates as a function of assumed mean salinity.

The left column shows results from our ocean model assuming all the tidal heating occurs in the ice shell,

and on the right from simulations in which all heating is in the core. Panel (a,b) show the meridional ocean

heat transport and the inferred tidal heating generation in the ice sheet for experiments with various mean

salinities S0. The black dashed curve in panel (b) shows the profile of Htide predicted by a model of tidal

heating in the ice shell. Panel (c) shows mismatch indices, defined by the norm-1 of the deviation of the

inferred Htide from the predicted Htide, for various S0. In all plots, on moving from cold to warm colors S0

increases from 4 psu to 40 psu. The exact S0 for each color can be read from the x-axis of panel (c). The

right column presents the same information but for from simuations of our ocean model for core heating

scenarios in which tidal heating in the ice shell Htide is assumed to be zero. The experiments with the best

match salinity are highlighted by thicker curves and larger markers in all panels.
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The temperature contrast ∆T is determined by the pressure-induced freezing point shift from218

the north pole to the equator4,219

∆T = b0∆P = b0ρig∆H, (3)

where b0 = −7.61× 10−4 K/dbar, ρi = 917 kg/m3 is the ice density, g = 0.113 m/s2 is the surface220

gravity of Enceladus and ∆H = 11 km is the difference in ice thickness between the equator and221

the north pole.222

The lateral salinity flux is given by the product of Ψ and a salinity contrast ∆S and balances223

the salinity tendency due to freezing and melting yielding an equation for ∆S thus (see a detailed224

derivation in Marshall & Radko 2003 42):225

Ψ∆S

πa2
= ρ0S0∆q (4)

Here, ∆q, the difference in the freezing rate between equator and pole, is chosen to be 4 km/Myr226

based on Fig.1b. a = 250 km is the radius of Enceladus, and S0 is the mean salinity.227

Combining Eq (2), Eq (3) and Eq (4), we can solve for ∆S and Ψ. The only tunable parame-228

ter here is A which controls the strength of the overturning circulation and can be adjusted to yield229

that obtained in our ocean model. With A set to 4.5 × 1013 kg/s, we obtain the solutions shown230

by the empty circles in Fig.3 (the size of the circle reflect the amplitude of Ψ), and compares well231

4Ocean temperature at the water-ice interface is relaxed tightly toward the local freezing point, which varies by

around 0.1K across latitude. Reducing the meridional temperature contrast by only 10% (ocean temperature deviates

δT =0.01K from the freezing point) would induce a heat flux of γTCpρ0δT =400 mW/m2 (γT = 10−5 m/s is the

water-ice exchange coefficient for temperature, Cp = 4000 J/kg/K is the heat capacity of water and ρ0 is the reference

water density given in Eq.8), which is unacceptably large.
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with the ocean model solutions. In particular, it captures the βS∆S bulge and the weakening of Ψ232

at intermediate values of S0. Furthermore, analogously to Eq (4), the meridional heat transport can233

be inferred from234

Hocn =
CpΨ∆T

4πa2
. (5)

This is shown as a function of salinity and equator-to-pole thickness variations in Fig. 5a. In order235

to maintain the large thickness variation of the Enceladus ice shell (the likely/unlikely parameter236

regime is shaded in white/red) 26–30, without introducing large discrepancies in the heat budget (i.e.,237

water-ice heat exchange below the heat conduction rate of 50 mW/m2), an ocean salinity around238

7-22 psu (marked by two vertical blue dashed lines) is required.239

Our ocean simulation is of rather coarse resolution and somewhat diffusive due to limits240

of computational resource. But we can use our conceptual model to explore the circulation and241

transport of a less viscous ocean. The results for a 10 times larger A are shown by the empty242

diamonds in Fig.3. Ψ becomes roughtly 10 times larger (notice the different size scales). The243

resultant rapid turnover time homogenises salinity gradients shifting all points closer to the ∆S = 0244

limit. As a result, the transition from an α ocean to a β ocean occurs around S0 = 20 psu: this is245

the optimum among all salinities required to sustain the observed ice geometry. With an even more246

vigorous overturning the transition approaches 22 psu, beyond which the anomalous expansion247

property of water disappears.248

Another uncertainty of our model of freezing lies in the assumed ice rheology, which sets249

the melting rates and hence salinity gradients found just beneath the ice. Here we assumed that250
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the melting point ice viscosity to be 1014 Pa·s, an intermediate choice between an estimated lower251

bound 1013 Pa·s and an upper bound 1015 Pa·s 34. If the ice viscosity is, in fact, lower than as-252

sumed here, the ice flow and hence salinity exchange between water and ice would increase, and253

so would the salinity gradients within the ocean which are constrained at the surface. This results254

in an upward shift of the curves in Fig.3 and, as a result, the transition between the β and α ocean255

will occur at lower salinities. The opposite is true if the ice is less mobile. To further constrain the256

problem requires a better understanding of ice rheology, perhaps anchored in laboratory experi-257

ments. Despite the uncertainties in ice rheology and ocean dynamics, our calculations suggest that258

Enceladus’ ocean salinity is likely to be below 22 psu, the point at which the thermal expansion259

coefficient changes sign, as long as the equator is saltier and colder than the poles.260

To conclude, we find that ocean dynamics on Enceladus strongly depends on its salinity261

and this in turn leads to a strong coupling with spatial variations in ice shell thickness. If the262

ocean is fresh, sinking occurs at the poles driven by the meridional temperature gradient; if the263

ocean is salty, sinking occurs at the equator driven by the salinity gradient. In both limits (very264

salty and very fresh), heat is converged equatorward (downgradient) by the overturning circulation,265

unlike previously proposed 29. This is because the freezing point of water at the poles is higher266

than that at the equator and the magnitude of heat convergence is too large to be lost to space by267

heat conduction. As a result, ice geometry will be flattened. Only when salinity is in the mid-268

range and most of the heat production happens in the ice shell can the temperature and salinity-269

driven overturning circulation cancel one-another. Then polar-amplified heat production within270

the ice shell can broadly balance equatorward heat transport, maintaining observed ice thickness271
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variations. Since equatorial waters are likely to be saltier and colder than polar waters, demanded272

by the poleward thinning ice geometry, Fig.1b), such cancellation is only possible with a salinity273

lower than 22 psu, when freezing water contracts with increasing temperature. This result is not274

sensitive to the partition of heat generation between the ice shell and the silicate core, although275

the shell-heating scenario is preferred. As discussed in the introduction, such lower salinities are276

consistent with other observational estimates as well as predictions from chemical equilibrium277

between the rocky core and the ocean 5.278

Insights from this study may also have implications for other icy moons. Europa is believed279

to have very high salinity (> 50 psu, unfeasible parameter regime is shaded in red in Fig.5b) sug-280

gested by the strong magnetic induction field measured by the Galileo mission 31 (See Khurana et281

al. 200943,Vance et al. 2020 14 for more discussion of uncertainties and possible ocean compo-282

sitions). At such a high salinity, the ice pump mechanism and associated dynamics (as discussed283

above) would remove any fluctuations in the ice shell thickness, leaving a relatively flat ice sheet.284

Applying our simplified model to Europa in Fig.5b, the predicted water-ice heat exchange becomes285

unphysically large (marked by the thick contour) when the equator-to-pole thickness variation is286

beyond 20% (marked by two horizontal blue dashed lines). This is consistent with the observation287

that the mean ice thickness is less 15 km (best match at 4 km) 31, 44 and that no fissures such as288

the “tiger stripes” of Enceladus have been found. For icy moons with thicker ice shells, such as289

Dione, Titan, Ganymede, Callisto, the high pressure under the ice shell would remove the anoma-290

5Even when accounting for freezing of 21 km ice shell with zero salinity, a 22 psu present ocean salinity requires

an initial ocean salinity of 13 psu which is consistent with geochemical estimates15, 24, 25
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lous expansion for all salinities, making it impossible for the alpha and beta effects to cancel one291

another; meanwhile, the ice flow becomes very efficient, as it is proportional to the ice thickness292

cubed. Both of these processes suggest to us that icy ocean worlds with thick ice shells are likely293

to have small spatial shell thickness variation, consistent with shell thickness reconstruction based294

on gravity and shape measurements 45–48. With future space missions (e.g., Europa Clipper), we295

expect that better observations of gravity, topography, and induced magnetic fields for icy moons296

will provide stronger constraints on ocean salinity and ice shell structure.297

Methods298

Ocean General Circulation Model description.299

Our simulations are carried out using the state-of-the-art Massachusetts Institute of Technology300

OGCM (MITgcm 32, 33). The model integrates the non-hydrostatic primitive equations for an in-301

compressible fluid in height coordinates including a full treatment of the Coriolis force in a deep302

fluid. In particular it can capture the dynamics of convection in the presence of planetary rotation303

which has a projection on to the local horizontal. These components are typically ignored when304

simulating Earth’s ocean because of its small aspect ratio (the ratio between depth and horizontal305

scale of the ocean basin), but is crucial for Enceladus’s ocean, whose aspect ratio is instead order306

40km/252km∼ 0.16 and so not small. The size of each grid cell shrinks with depth due to spherical307

geometry and is accounted for by switching on the “deepAtmosphere” option of MITgcm. Since308

the depth of Enceladus’s ocean is comparable to its radius, the variation of gravity with depth is309

significant. The vertical profile of gravity in the ocean and ice shell is given by, assuming a bulk310
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Water-ice heat exchange (mW/m2)

(a) Enceladus (b) Europa

Figure 5: Application to other icy moons. The water-ice heat exchange equatorial predicted by the concep-

tual model (Eq.5) as a function of salinity and equator-to-pole percentage ice thickness variation (the equa-

torial ice thickness minus the polar ice thickness divided by the mean), assuming the variation has a degree-2

poleward-thinning structure. The two panels show for Enceladus, Europa (a = 1561 km, g = 1.315 m/s2,

surface temperature Ts = 110K, mean ice thickness H = 15 km 31, mean ocean depth D = 85 km), respec-

tively. We highlight the 50 mW/m2 contour using a thicker curve, as that is the maximum amount of heat

can be lost by heat conduction throught the equatorial ice shell. The Enceladus ice shell is expected to have

large thickness variations 26–30, and the Europa salinity is estimated to be higher than 50 psu 31. The physi-

cally unlikely parameter regimes suggested by these observations are masked by red shadows, and plausible

salinities for Enceladus and plausible ice thickness variations for Europa are enclosed by blue dashed lines.
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density of ρout = 1000 kg/m3:311

g(z) =
G [M − (4π/3)ρout(a

3 − (a− z)3)]

(a− z)2
. (6)

In the above equation, G = 6.67 × 10−11 N/m2/kg2 is the gravitational constant and M = 1.08 ×312

1020 kg and a = 252 km are the mass and radius of Enceladus.313

Since it takes several tens of thousands of years for our solutions to reach equilibrium, we314

employ a moderate resolution of 2 degree (8.7 km) and run the model in a 2D, zonal-average315

configuration whilst retaining full treatment of Coriolis terms. By doing so, the zonal variations316

are omitted. In fact, they are indeed negligible when the ocean is forced from above (as here), in317

accord with the “heat-from-above” scenario in Kang et al. 202020. In the vertical direction, the318

60 km ocean-ice layer is separated into 30 layers, each of which is 2 km deep. The ocean is encased319

by an ice shell with meridionally-varying thickness using MITgcm’s “shelfice” and ice “boundary320

layer” module 49. We set the ice thickness H using the zonal average of the thickness map given by321

Hemingway & Mittal 2019 30, as shown by the solid curve in Fig.1b, and assume hydrostacy (i.e.,322

ice is floating freely on the water). We employ partial cells to better represent the ice topography:323

water is allowed to occupy a fraction of the height of a whole cell with an increment of 10%.324

Due to the relatively coarse model resolution and use of a 2D configuration, convective pro-325

cesses are not resolved. We therefore adopt a much greater vertical diffusivity, 1 m2/s, for temper-326

ature and salinity in regions that become statically unstable. Results are not found to be sensitive327

to this choice as long as the associated diffusive time scale D2/νconv ≈ 0.5 yr is much shorter than328

the advective time scale Mhalf/Ψ ≈ 2000 yrs (Mhalf is half of the total mass of the ocean and Ψ is329
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the maximum meridional streamfunction in kg/s).330

We explore a wide range of background salinity from 4 psu to 40 psu, and adopt a linear331

equation of state (EOS which determines how density depends on temperature, salinity and pres-332

sure) to make the dynamics as transparent as possible. The dependence of potential density ρ on333

potential temperature θ and salinity S is formulated as follows:334

ρ(θ, S) = ρ0 − αT (θ − θ0) + βS(S − S0) (7)

ρ0 = ρ(θ0, S0). (8)

Here, ρ0, θ0 and S0 are the reference potential density, potential temperature and salinity. αT335

and βS , the thermal expansion coefficient and the haline contraction coefficient, are set to the first336

derivative of density with respect to potential temperature and salinity at the reference point using337

the Gibbs Seawater Toolbox 18. We carried out two test experiments (one with S0 = 10 psu and the338

other with S0 = 20 psu) using the full “MDJWF” equation of state 50 and obtained almost identical339

results.340

S0 is prescribed to some value between 4 psu and 40 psu. θ0 is set to be the freezing tempera-341

ture at S0 and P0 = 2.2×106 Pa (this is the pressure under a 20.8 km thick ice sheet on Enceladus).342

Generally, freezing point Tf depends on local pressure P and salinity S following343

Tf (S, P ) = c0 + b0P + a0S. (9)

In the above equation, constants a0 = −0.0575 K/psu, b0 = −7.61 × 10−4 K/dbar and c0 =344

0.0901 degC. The pressure P can be calculated using hydrostatic balance P = ρigH (ρi =345

917 kg/m3 is the density of the ice and H is the ice thickness).346
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Here we assume that the viscosity and diffusivity for temperature are the same as those for347

salinity, thus eliminating the possibility of double diffusive effects. We set the horizontal and verti-348

cal diffusivities to 0.005 m2/s, and the horizontal and vertical viscosities to 50 m2/s, the minimum349

required to control grid-scale noise. To smooth the solution near the water-ice interface we employ350

bi-harmonic hyperviscosity of 3e9 m4/s and a bi-harmonic hyperdiffusivity of 5e7 m4/s. It should351

be emphasised that away from boundary layers our solutions are close to geostrophic, hydrostatic352

and thermal wind balance.353

We initialize the model from rest assuming zero salinity variations. The initial potential354

temperature at each latitude is set to be equal to the freezing point at the water-ice interface. The355

simulation is then launched for 10,000 years, by which time equilibrium has been reached.356

Boundary conditions. Our ocean circulation model is forced by heat and salinity flux from the357

ice shell on the top as well as heat flux coming from below. On Enceladus, the heat loss to space358

by heat conduction Hcond can be estimated using a 1D vertical heat conduction model,359

Hcond =
κ0

H
ln

(

Tf

Ts

)

, (10)

given the thickness of the ice H (solid curve in Fig.1b), the surface Ts and the ice temperature near360

the water-ice interface, which, by definition, is the local freezing point Tf (Eq. 9). We approximate361

the surface temperature Ts using radiative equilibrium based on the incoming solar radiation and362

obliquity (δ = 27◦) assuming an albedo of 0.81. The Ts profile is shown by the black solid curve363

in Fig.6.364

This yields a heat loss rate Hcond of 50 mW/m2 which is primarily counterbalanced by tidal365
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Figure 6: Meridional profiles of heat fluxes and surface temperature. Heat fluxes are plotted using coloured

curves, with axis shown on the left. Conductive heat loss Hcond (Eq. 10) is shown by a thick green dash-

dotted line which, in the global average, is balanced by heat generation in the silicate core Hcore (purple

dashed line, Eq. 11) and Htidal (red solid line, Eq. 15). All heat fluxes are normalized to have the same

global mean value of Hcond. The surface temperature Ts (black solid line, axis on the right) is set to be in

radiative equilibrium with the solar radiation and is warmer at the equator.
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dissipation in the ice shell Htidal and the core Hcore (dissipation in the ocean plays a negligible366

role) 51–54. For each assumed heat partition, we use the same heating profiles for Hcore and Htidal367

(see below). According to Beuthe 20194 and Choblet et al. 20173, the core dissipation Hcore peaks368

at the two poles. We obtain the meridional heat profile obtained using Eq.60 in Beuthe 20194 (with369

help from Beuthe),370

Hcore(φ) = Hcore(φ) = H̄core · (1.08449 + 0.252257 cos(2φ) + 0.00599489 cos(4φ)), (11)

where φ denotes latitude and H̄core is the global mean heat flux from the bottom. Since the global371

surface area shrinks going downward due to the spherical geometry, a factor of (a−H)2/ (a −372

H−D)2 (H is ice thickness, D is ocean depth) needs to be considered when computing H̄core. The373

above expression within the bracket is normalized for the globe, adjusted to take account of the374

fact that our model only covers 84S-84N. Using the above formula, the bottom heat flux is twice375

as strong over the poles than equator.376

According to our previous work 20, polar-amplified heating primarily in the ice shell is the377

most plausible explanation for thin ice over the poles. That said, assuming a heat partition of 20%-378

80% or even 100%-0% (core-shell) does not materially change our results. To illustrate, in the379

right hand column of Fig. 4, we present the heat transport in the extreme case where all the heating380

is assumed to be in the core.381

At the upper (water-ice) boundary, we consider the response of the ocean to a prescribed ice382

freezing rate while ignoring the possible response of the ice to the water-ice heat/salinity exchange.383

The freezing/melting induces a salinity/fresh water flux into the ocean (we assume the ice salinity384
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to be zero); meanwhile, the ocean temperature at the upper boundary is relaxed to the local freezing385

point Tf determined by the local salinity and pressure (Eq. 9).386

dSocn−top

dt
=

qSocn−top

δz
(12)

dTocn−top

dt
=

1

δz
(γT − q)(Tf − Tocn−top) (13)

Here, Socn−top and Tocn−top denote the upper boundary salinity and temperature, γT = 10−5 m/s387

are the water-ice exchange coefficients for temperature and salinity, δz = 2 km is the thickness of388

the water-ice “boundary layer” and q is the freezing rate in m/s (note that q is orders of magnitude389

smaller than γT ).390

We prescribe q using the divergence of the ice flow, assuming the ice sheet geometry is in391

equilibrium. We use an upside-down land ice sheet model to calculate the downgradient ice flow392

following Ashkenazy et al. 2018 36. The ice flows downgradient, driven by the pressure gradient393

induced by the spatial variation of the ice top surface, somewhat like a second order diffusive394

process. At the top, the ice flow speed is negligible because the upper part of the ice shell is cold395

and rigid and hence hard to move; at the bottom, the vertical shear of the ice flow speed vanishes, as396

required by the zero tangential stress there. This is the opposite to that assumed in the land ice sheet397

model. In rough outline, we calculate the ice flow using the expression below obtained through398

repeated vertical integration of the force balance equation (the primary balance is between the399

vertical flow shear and the pressure gradient force), using the aforementioned boundary conditions400

to arrive at the following formula for ice transport Q,401

Q(φ) = Q0H
3(∂φH/a) (14)
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Q0 =
2(ρ0 − ρi)g

ηmelt(ρ0/ρi) log
3 (Tf/Ts)

∫ Tf

Ts

∫ T (z)

Ts

exp

[

−
Ea

RgTf

(

Tf

T ′
− 1

)

]

log(T ′)
dT ′

T ′

dT

T
.

Here, φ denotes latitude, a = 252 km and g = 0.113 m/s2 are the radius and surface gravity of402

Enceladus, Ts and Tf are the temperature at the ice surface and the water-ice interface (equal to403

local freezing point, Eq. 9), and ρi = 917 kg/m3 and ρ0 are the ice density and the reference water404

density (Eq. 7). Ea = 59.4 kJ/mol is the activation energy for diffusion creep, Rg = 8.31 J/K/mol405

is the gas constant and ηmelt is the ice viscosity at the freezing point. The latter has considerable406

uncertainty (1013-1016 Pa·s) 34 but we choose to set ηmelt = 1014 Pa·s. The dashed curve in Fig.1b407

shows the resultant freezing rate given our specification of H . Ice melts in high latitudes and forms408

in low latitudes at a rate of a few kilometers every million years: – see Kang and Flierl 202038 and409

Ashkenazy et al. 2018 36 for more details.410

Brief summary of the tidal dissipation model.411

Enceladus’s ice shell is periodically deformed by tidal forcing and the resulting strains in the ice412

sheet produce heat. We follow Beuthe 20194 to calculate this dissipation rate. Instead of repeating413

the whole derivation, we only briefly summarize the procedure and present the final result. Unless414

otherwise stated, parameters are the same as assumed in Kang & Flierl 202038.415

Tidal dissipation consists of three components 4: a membrane mode Hmem
tide due to the exten-416

sion/compression and tangential shearing of the ice membrane, a mixed mode Hmix
tide due to vertical417

shifting, and a bending mode Hbend
tide induced by the vertical variation of compression/stretching.418

Following Beuthe 20194, we first assume the ice sheet to be completely flat. By solving the force419

balance equation, we obtain the auxiliary stress function F , which represents the horizontal dis-420
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placements. The dissipation rate Hflat,x
tide (where x = {mem,mix, bend} ) can then be written as421

a quadratic form of F . This heating profile is polar-amplified. Using reasonable parameters for422

Enceladus, Hflat
tide turns out to be at least an order of magnitude smaller than the heat loss rate423

Hcond. This is a universal flaw of present tidal dissipation models, and could be due to use of an424

over-simplified Maxwell rheology 16, 55. We therefore scale up Hflat
tide by a constant factor to yield a425

plausible magnitude.426

Ice thickness variations are accounted for by multiplying the membrane mode dissipation427

Hflat,mem
tide , by a factor that depends on ice thickness. This makes sense because this is the only428

mode which is amplified in thin ice regions (see Beuthe 20194). This results in the expression:429

Htide = (H/H0)
pαHflat,mem

tide +Hflat,mix
tide +Hflat,bend

tide , (15)

where H is the prescribed thickness of the ice shell as a function of latitude and H0 is the global430

mean of H . Since thin ice regions deform more easily and produce more heat, pα is negative.431

Because more heat is produced in the ice shell, the overall ice temperature rises, which, in turn,432

further increases the mobility of the ice and leads to more heat production (the rheology feedback).433

The tidal heating profile corresponding to pα = −1.5 is the red solid curve plotted in Fig. 6. In434

Fig. 4b, we show the tidal heating profile for pα = −1 and pα = −2.435
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Figures

Figure 1

(a) The density anomaly of water near the freezing point as a function of temperature for various
salinities and two pressures. From cold to warm colors denotes increasing salinity (see color-coded
legend). Pressure underneath thick ice at the equator is used to compute the solid curves and pressure
underneath the south polar ice shell is used for the dashed curves. The density at -5 ºC for each case is
chosen as the reference point. (b) Ice shell thickness of Enceladus (solid curve, left y-axis). The freezing
rate (positive) and melting rate (negative) is plotted required to maintain a steady state implied by an ice-
�ow model (dashed curve, right y-axis). Schematics of circulation and associated transport of heat (red
wiggly arrows) and freshwater (blue wiggly arrows) for (c) the alpha ocean in which temperature
dominates density variations with sinking at the poles and (d) the beta ocean in which salinity dominates
with sinking at the equator. The dark brown arrows denote sinking of dense water, light yellow arrows
denote rising of buoyant water. The circulations are forced by the freezing/melting required to



counterbalance the down-gradient ice �ow (thick black arrows marked at the top) and by va5riations in
the freezing point of water due to pressure.

Figure 2

Ocean circulation and thermodynamic state for experiments driven by the glacial melt distributions
shown in Fig.1b for oceans with various mean salinities. From top to bottom shows temperature T,
salinity S, density anomaly Δρ, zonal �ow speed U and meridional streamfunction Ψ. The left column



presents results for a low salinity ocean (S0 = 4 psu), the right column for high salinity (S0 = 40 psu), and
the middle column for an ocean with intermediate salinity. (S0 = 10 psu). The reference temperature and
salinity (marked at the top of each plot) are subtracted from T and S to better capture spatial patterns.
Positive U indicates �ow to the east and positive Ψ indicates a clockwise overturning circulation.

Figure 3

Regime diagram showing the in�uence of temperature and salinity anomalies on density as a function of
mean salinity, and how the ocean’s overturning circulation responds. Horizontal and vertical axes are the
temperature and salinity induced density anomalies at the equator, relative to the north pole. Red (blue)
solid lines encompass the β  ocean (α ocean) regime, in which the density is dominated by salinity
(temperature) anomalies. Purple shading highlights the regime where anomalous expansion is present.
The position of all our experiments in this space is represented by the symbols. The number on the
shoulder of each dot gives the S0 used in that experiment. The size of each dot represents the amplitude
of overturning circulation (the peak Ψ occurs in the northern hemisphere). As illustrated by the black
arrows, circulation strengthens moving away from the transition line between α ocean and β  ocean. The
empty dots connected by a black solid curve show the �t by a conceptual model (see text for details).
Empty diamonds connected by a black dashed curve show a prediction made by the conceptual model
assuming a more vigorous overturning circulation.



Figure 4

Meridional heat transport and inferred tidal heat rates as a function of assumed mean salinity. The left
column shows results from our ocean model assuming all the tidal heating occurs in the ice shell, and on
the right from simulations in which all heating is in the core. Panel (a,b) show the meridional ocean heat
transport and the inferred tidal heating generation in the ice sheet for experiments with various mean
salinities S0. The black dashed curve in panel (b) shows the pro�le of Htide predicted by a model of tidal



heating in the ice shell. Panel (c) shows mismatch indices, de�ned by the norm-1 of the deviation of the
inferred Htide from the predicted Htide, for various S0. In all plots, on moving from cold to warm colors S0
increases from 4 psu to 40 psu. The exact S0 for each color can be read from the x-axis of panel (c). The
right column presents the same information but for from simuations of our ocean model for core heating
scenarios in which tidal heating in the ice shell Htide is assumed to be zero. The experiments with the
best match salinity are highlighted by thicker curves and larger markers in all panels.

Figure 5

Application to other icy moons. The water-ice heat exchange equatorial predicted by the conceptual
model (Eq.5) as a function of salinity and equator-to-pole percentage ice thickness variation (the
equatorial ice thickness minus the polar ice thickness divided by the mean), assuming the variation has a
degree-2 poleward-thinning structure. The two panels show for Enceladus, Europa (a = 1561 km, g =
1:315 m/s2, surface temperature Ts = 110K, mean ice thickness H = 15 km 31, mean ocean depth D = 85
km), respectively. We highlight the 50 mW/m2 contour using a thicker curve, as that is the maximum
amount of heat can be lost by heat conduction throught the equatorial ice shell. The Enceladus ice shell
is expected to have large thickness variations 26–30, and the Europa salinity is estimated to be higher
than 50 psu 31. The physically unlikely parameter regimes suggested by these observations are masked
by red shadows, and plausible salinities for Enceladus and plausible ice thickness variations for Europa
are enclosed by blue dashed lines.



Figure 6
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